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Introduction
Banner stands are a blank canvas,  
giving endless possibilities for design 
and messaging.

Using the right design at an exhibition, 
banner stands can help increase brand 
awareness and drive on-stand visits, 
giving brands the opportunity to 
convert visits into leads and sales.

With this in mind, the design of a 
banner can have a significant impact 
on a marketer’s ROI.

Marketers are always being asked to 
increase ROI and do more with less, 
so designing aesthetically pleasing 
banners that can help drive your 
exhibiting objectives can make a huge 
difference. 

This means that marketers should be 
following best practice and going the 
extra mile when it comes to designing 
their banner stands.

With banner design being so important 
to increasing ROI, we wanted to know 
whether banner stands are being 
designed with best practice in mind. 

We analysed a random selection of 
102 banner stands that Marler Haley 
printed for customers in 2016 to 
create a benchmark for how they are 
currently being designed.

We’ve compared our findings to best 
practice, industry research and our 
in house expertise to compile this 
benchmark report and guide to 
banner design.

Along the way our in house graphics 
technician Daniel Ridgers has shared 
hints and tips to focus on how you can 
use these findings to improve your 
banner stand design with ROI in mind.

Credits:
Copywriting: Kelly Edwards,  
Content Manager 
Data: Jason Davis,  
Digital Marketing Executive 
Expert opinion: Daniel Ridgers, 
Graphics Technician

Are marketers designing banner 
stands that follow best practice?

?
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Foreword
After compiling this benchmark 
report, it became apparent that 
there’s a lot of opportunity for 
marketers when it comes to 
banner design.

Although most designs follow basic 
best practice such as the logo 
being in the top fifth (see section 
9), there’s unfortunately only a 
very small number that would be 
able to tick every box when it 
comes to being a ‘perfect’ banner.

But, what is perfect?

Designing a perfect banner is 
about understanding your brand, 
objectives and audience needs and 
matching the design to help tie 
them together.

No two businesses are the same 
and neither are two exhibiting 
objectives. What looks good for 
one brand won’t look good for 
another. 

Of course there’s a very basic 
formula for what good looks 
like which I’ll go through in this 
document but in truth, this is a 
springboard on your journey to 
creating a perfect banner.

Most banner stand designs are 
generally following a basic level 
of best practice but aren’t often 
excelling.

• The biggest opportunity for 
improvement comes from call to 
actions (CTAs). Over 80 per cent 
of exhibition banner designs 
aren’t using CTAs (see section 
2). These don’t have to be as 
obvious as statements such as ‘buy 
now’, but more subtle wording 
has proven to help conversions in 
other channels and is often used in 
advertising to promote a positive 
commercial action.

• There is an epidemic of 
banners suffering from too much 
information. Both in the form of 
contact information (see section 
3) and text (see section 5). I 
often hear from brands that are 
so excited about every element 
of their business that they want 
to talk about everything they 
do. Although their passion is 
admirable, it’s best to keep things 
simple.

• With over half the number of 
exhibition banners using pictures 
rather than graphics (see section 
6), it’s surprising that 60 per cent 
of images are too low quality 
to print without some work (see 
section 7). 

• Over 70 per cent of designs use 
a neutral tone – black, white, or 
grey as a prominent background 
colour. This reinforces the message 
that less is more. Choosing a 
simple palate provides the highest 
contrast allowing brands to use 
their own colour schemes as the 
accent colours (see section 8).

Our Findings

Daniel Ridgers,  
Graphics Technician  
at Marler Haley
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How are banner stands used?

Use is important for design
Each use of a banner should be 
considered separately when it 
comes to design. Although banners 
can often be recycled to use for 
different events, they will only 
properly fulfil their needs if used 
in the environment they were 
designed to perform in. 

More than just exhibitions
Although exhibitions are the most 
common use for banners, they have 
a much wider remit with 38% being 
used for other purposes including:

Other Exhibition

38%

62%

3.Signs
Used for brand awareness. 
Used as simple branding with 
little other information.

2.Promotion
Aims to raise awareness 
of new products or special 
offers to increase sales.

1.Information
Aims to educate.

“

”

If you want to invest in just one banner 
to be used for more than one purpose 
then it’s best to opt for a simpler design.
Using your logo and a simple background 
is a good solution to increase the 
usability and longevity of your display. 

Dan says...

Do banner stands have a wider use than 
exhibitions and events?
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Call to action

Not calling to action
The majority of exhibition banner 
stands, 83%, do not have a call to 
action (CTA) as compared to just 
17% of promotional banners that 
don’t.

This difference suggests that brands 
understand the need for a clear CTA 
in a store environment, but not at 
an exhibition.

Using statements such as ‘buy now’ 
seems obvious in a shop setting 
and its use can increase conversion 

and brand perception1. By adding 
a CTA, the brand is asking the 
audience to take an action.

The key difference is that in an 
exhibition environment brands are 
not treating the event with the 
same opportunity, with subtler calls 
to action.

With both promotional and 
exhibition banners, the audience 
is being asked to perform an 
immediate action – to either 
purchase something, come into 

store or on-stand.

Instead, exhibition banners tend to 
list unique selling points (USPs) to 
tell the audience what makes their 
brand stand out from the rest.

Although this is current best 
practice, it isn’t always the best 
way of attracting attention.

Evolve your USPs to CTAs
A good CTA should be compelling, 
risk reducing or benefits orientated 
and be relevant to the audience.

Pre-order Remember Download Sign up Change

Become Subscribe Wait… Discover

Join Claim Buy Talk Start

Get Try Find Call

See Work Come Final Today

Now Hurry First 100 only

FastQuick Never Over Instant

Create your CTA:  
Combine verbs and urgency words to construct your CTA

How many  
banners use CTAs?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Promotion

Exhibition

Information

Ve
rb

s
U

rg
en

cy
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“
”

Dan says...
Evolve your USPs into CTAs by combining a verb with a sense of 
urgency for maximum effect to make people stop immediately at 
your exhibition stand – not after they’ve roamed the hall.

“When designing banners, 

I try to be a succinct as 

possible – get straight 

to the point of why a 

prospective buyer would 

be interested. Essentially 

you want a passer-by to 

be able to instantly tell: 

What you do in a nutshell, 

what pain points you can 

alleviate for them and 

what differentiates you 

from your competitors.”

Case Study:
The Happiness index designed two 
banners that used CTAs to  
great effect.
Sasha Hanau, Marketing Manager
at The Happiness Index said: 
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Contact details

Website address most 
common to add
The most common contact 
information to add to a banner 
stand is a website address (URL). 
At exhibitions, 63% of banners 
have website addresses, 40% have 
telephone numbers and 25% have 
email addresses. 

It is thought that adding these 
details can help to reinforce the 
brand and helps people to find out 
more information.

Changing perceptions in a 
growing digital era
In a growing digital era, it’s 
becoming expected that a brand 
will have a website, email address 
and telephone number and so these 
details aren’t always necessary to 
add to a banner design.

Telephone numbers as a key 
example are not memorable. Only 
57% of people remember the phone 
number of their place of work2.

If the details are not asking people 
to visit your exhibition stand or 
to perform an action then this 
information should be added to 
supporting literature instead.

What contact details 
do banners contain?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Telephone

Website address

Email

“

”

In an exhibition environment, contact 
details can be added to supporting 
literature such as leaflets and business 
cards. This saves the audience from 
having to remember your information.

Dan says...
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Social media
Social media is least likely to 
be advertised
With the growth of a social culture, 
it’s becoming increasingly important 
for businesses to show that they are 
social. As a CTA, brands could ask 
people to connect in order to grow 
reach and brand awareness after 
the exhibition.

In comparison with other 
contact details (see section 3), 
it’s surprising that only 16% of 
marketers are choosing to add 
social media icons to their banner 
displays.

Not everybody at an exhibition is 
going to be ready to purchase, so 
showing that they can connect with 
the brand to stay in touch can help 
grow brand awareness and trust 
before they are ready to purchase.

With 90% of marketers saying that 
social media is important to their 
business3, driving brand awareness 
for social channels should be an 
important goal from exhibiting  
for brands.

The UK’s  
eating disorder  

charity

A champion, 
guide and  

friend  
for anyone  
affected  

by an eating  
disorder

www.b-eat.co.uk
  beatED  

  beating.eating.disorders

Worried 
about  

someone  
with an 
eating  

disorder?

Beat can help:

How many banner mention social media?

YES NO

84%

16%

Case study
Rebecca Field, Head of 
Communications at Beat told us 
why they added social media icons 
to their banner:  

“Using social media helps 

us to raise awareness of 

new resources and ways to 

get support, opportunities 

to fundraise and our 

campaigning activity.

“As a key part of our 

strategy, it’s important 

that we raise awareness of 

our social accounts on our 

banner stand designs.”

“

”

“If you are active 
on a social channel, 
add the logo to your 
display to show 
people where they 
can find you. You 
won’t always need to 
add your @handle – 
the logo will do the 
job if you’re easy  
to find.”

Dan says...
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How many banners 
use best practice 
with length of 
written information?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Promotion

Exhibition

Information

 Length of information

Short information wins for 
exhibition banners
Best practice for banner design 
suggests that information should be 
quick to digest and to the point. 

Eye-catching text elements such 
as capital letters and bulleted lists 
can also create an added level of 
interest.

People look at 29% of words that 
appear in all capital letters, 
showing that it can attract 
attention, but should be used 
sparingly. Information shown in a 

list of bullets is also more likely to 
be read and digested than the same 
list without bullets (70% vs. 55%)4. 

With so little information being 
perceived and digested by the 
public, we found that a staggering 
33% of banner stand designs still 
have too much information on 
them.

Attract attention with a ‘less 
is more’ approach
Exhibition banners should attract 
attention and get people to come 
on stand. Businesses may have a 

long list of USPs, but they won’t 
all be relevant to the exhibition 
audience.

With a few seconds to see an 
exhibition display and make a 
decision about whether to come 
on stand, everything that is added 
should be eye-catching, engaging 
and to the point.

Case study: 
When it’s best to be short 
and sweet
The Lazy Bakery opted for a simple 
design for their banner stand with a 
blown up logo and strapline as  
the primary messages to increase 
brand awareness.
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Case study:  
When information matters
Adding more information to a 
banner is perfectly acceptable 
when the use of the banner has 
the aim to educate.

If a banner will be used for 
internal engagement instead 
of a display board in a static 
environment to raise awareness, 
then adding more detail is 
important to achieve the aim.

A banner should only use long-
form content if the desired 
outcome is for people to stand 
and read it without any input, 
such as at a museum.

“

”

Dan says...
A common pitfall when it comes to briefing a banner design is to focus 
on too much information. Adding bullet points is all well and good but 
when that bullet becomes a sentence of more than 3-4 words, the 
audience can’t read it at a glance. 
Aim to capture their attention with enticing keywords, not to 
overload them.
Opting for one clear message at an exhibition is a great way of making 
sure that that message is taken home by visitors.
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Use of pictures and graphics

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Graphics

Pictures

Pictures and Graphics

What type of 
artwork do 
banners use?

None

Pictures speak 1,000 words
Visual learners account for 65% of 
the population5 and images are 
proven to be easier to digest than 
the same information in written 
format.

54% of exhibition banners use 
pictures to attract attention as 
compared to 24% that just use 
graphics. This suggests that the 
majority of marketers understand 
the impact that using images can 
have on gaining attention.

Pictures and graphics command 
more attention to help describe 
a product that may be otherwise 
hard to visualise. Adding pictures of 
products can also help if it’s too big 
to transport, or if it’s too small to 
see the detail.

As well as product images, 
aspirational images can also be used 
to show how your product or service 
can help potential customers.

“

”

Dan says...
Images are a great way of showing people 
what you do, or making people feel a certain 
way without using many words. 
If you don’t have our own high quality images, 
consider using stock images which can be an 
inexpensive way of getting attention.
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How many banner are 
too low quality for print?

LowHigh

Quality of images

40%

60%

Most images are too low 
quality to print
Using high quality images on banner 
stands is really important to make 
sure that they aren’t grainy or 
pixelated.

• 60% of images, including logos, 
that are submitted to be used on 
banner stands are too low quality 
to print.

It’s a common misconception that 
sending artwork through on an A4 
Word document will mean that it 
can be resized and printed onto a 
banner.

A letterhead logo for example 
may not be high enough quality 
when blown up to be 800mm wide 
on a banner stand. The scale of 
magnification from an A4 piece of 
paper to a banner stand is at least 
15 times the size. 

Although a lot of businesses will be 
used to dealing with files for web 
purposes including JPEGs and PNGs, 
these are often not high enough 
quality for print purposes.

File formats that are commonly 
accepted include: Illustrator, 
Photoshop, Freehand and InDesign, 
with EPS or vectored logo’s being 
preferred.

Low Resolution

High Resolution

“

”

Dan says...
If you’re unsure on the quality of your 
graphics, most print companies should offer 
artwork design services where they can help to 
recreate logos in larger sizes or sourcing high 
quality images. 
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Use of pictures and graphics

What background 
colours are used 
on banners?

Pink

Red

Green

Blue

Grey

Black

White

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 50%45%

White, Black & Grey most common
71% of all banners use neutral 
tones of black, white or grey as the 
main background colour with the 
majority being white at 40%.

This suggests that although it’s 
tempting to add a bright, vibrant 
colour as the main focus, it’s 
actually more impactful to use 
brighter colours as the highlight, 
with the background providing a 
high contrast.

Choosing the colours on a banner 
stand is an important decision 
which should also reflect your brand 
values.

For example blue portrays trust, 
dependence and technological 
sectors like HP, Twitter and Nasa 
whereas pinks and purples portray 
creativity and imagination – like 
Barbie, Hallmark and Cadbury6.

“
”

Dan says...
Choose your banner colours with your brand perception in mind 

knowing how different colours can complement each other using colour 

theory to reflect how you want people to feel about your stand.
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Logo placement
How often is the logo 
used in top fifth?

70%

Promotion

Exhibition

Information

75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 100%

Adding a logo at the top increases 
brand awareness
Most marketers are following 
standard best practice when it 
comes to adding a logo in the top 
fifth of their display to increase 
brand awareness.

This is best practice so that it can 
be seen above a crowd as banner 
stands are 2m tall to attract 
attention and act as signage.

Why you may not want to add 
your logo at the top
Although only 5% of surveyed 

exhibition banner stands did not 
have a logo placed in the upper 
fifth of the banner, there are 
occasions where moving the logo to 
a less visible location is preferred.

Up to 20% of banners used for 
promotions or information do not 
have the logo in the upper fifth 
as their primary use is not brand 
awareness.

In an exhibition environment, 
the message that the logo should 
be placed in the upper fifth is 
misleading. More accurate advice 

is to say that the most important 
information needs to be in that 
space. Although this is often the 
logo to increase brand awareness, 
there are occasions where brands 
aren’t looking to increase brand 
awareness, or who have taken 
a commercial decision that a 
campaign element would take a 
higher priority.

This can work to great effect to 
add intrigue, or if multiple displays 
are being used where the logo 
is already on display in a prime 
position elsewhere.

“

”

Dan says...
The upper fifth is prime 

real estate when it 

comes to exhibition 

stand design, so 

the most important 

information you have  

to share should be 

placed here.
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Key findings and action points
Objectives
Before designing a banner, 
consider where it’s going to be 
used and what it aims to achieve. 

CTAs
Only 17% of exhibition banners 
currently use CTAs to grab 
attention but most will already 
use a USP. Evolve a USP into a CTA 
using action words and a sense 
of urgency to stand out from the 
crowd and increase ROI.

Contact
Even though contact details 
are commonly added to a banner 
stand design with 63% featuring 
a website URL, it is not always 
necessary. This information is 
sometimes best left to supporting 
literature.

Social
Only 16% of exhibiting banners 
currently use social icons. Add the 
logo to show which channels the 
brand is most active on to gain a 
following.

Length
Keep information as short as 
possible, focusing on key points 
that help exhibiting objectives.

Images
Consider if products or services 
could be portrayed as an image 
instead of text as it’s much more 
likely to grab attention and helps 
to keep text to a minimum.

High-Quality
Make sure that any image, logo 
and photo that is sent for design is 

high quality and the right size to 
not blur or pixelate when printed. 
This commonly includes files 
that are made using: Illustrator, 
Photoshop, Freehand and InDesign.

Background
Choose a background colour 
that will achieve a high contrast 
for text and images – this is most 
commonly neutral colours of 
white, black or grey.

Top
Consider the most important 
element and make sure it’s in the 
upper fifth of your banner – this 
will most often be the logo for 
brand awareness but may not 
always be the case.
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Appendix
Use of banner

Text on banner

Exhibition Promotion Information Sign

High quality 
images sent for 

design

40%

Exhibition Promotion Information Sign

Pictures 53.70% 33.33% 50.00% 33.33%

Graphics/
illustrations

25.93% 66.67% 22.73% 38.10%

Both pictures and 
graphics

11.11% - 13.64% -

No images 9.26% - 13.64% 28.57%

Exhibition Promotion Information Sign

Logo in top fifth 95.24% 83.33% 80% 82.61%

CTA 17.46% 83.33% 60% -

Website address 63.49% - 40% 13.04%

Telephone 
number

25.40% - 20% 8.70%

Email address 25.40% - 10% 13.04%

Social media 15.87% - 10% 13.04%

Short information 66.67% 33.33% 10% 100%

Exhibition Promotion Information Sign

White 53.66% 2.44% 14.63% 29.27%

Black 76.47% 5.88% 5.88%

Grey 66.67% 16.67% 8.33% 8.33%

Blue 66.67% - - 33.33%

Green 62.50% 12.50% 12.50% 12.50%

Red 66.67% 16.67% 16.67% -

Pink 60.00% - - 40.00%

Exhibition Promotion Information Sign

61.76% 5.88% 9.80% 22.55%

Main background colour

Use of graphics

40%
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